



The Hungarian leadership identified the defence of the Eastern border as the 
protection of the Carpathians which was supposed to be solved with the build-
was that the directions leading through the Carpathians had to be closed (in-
cluding mountain passes, canyons and river valleys) which were capable of 
transportation. These valleys and passable routes all over the country were 
closed well before the border line with fortifications, which were called valley 
fastening. A fortress century served in each valley fastening. Between the val-
ley fastenings, where motor vehicles could not pass, border guard legions built 
defensive lines. 
-line was not ready in the late summer of 1944, in the time of the 
desertion of Romania. Yet it could held back the monumental attack of the Red 
Army for a while, until it was rounded from the South by the Soviet troops. 
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Map 2.: Border-land at 1941 
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1.     2/10   13      703      716   26   15   3     7   12   10 
2.   2/1   11      466      477   19     5   1     4     6     4 
3.     2/20   10      310      320   10     4   1     3     2     2 
4.     2/20     8      219      228   11     2      1     2     2 
5.   3/1   12      503      515   18     6   2     6     6     6 
6.     3/10   10      320      330   10     3   1     3     4     4 
7. 10/1     9      243      252   10     1      3     2     2 
8.   10/10   11      267      278     8     2   1     3     2     2 
9. 10/3   13      496      509   18     4   2     7     4     4 
10.   10/30   10      452      462   18     4   3     6     8     6 
11. 10/2   11      309      320   12     3   1     5     2     2 
12.   10/20     9      298      307   12     3   1     6     4     2 
13. 11/1   11      418      429   18     3   1     6     2     2 
14.   11/10     8      194      202     9    1     2     2     2 
15.   11/11     9      241      250     9     1   1     2     4     2 
16. 25/1   10      390      400   15     6   1     6     4     2 
17. 25/2   12      550      562   21   10   3     5     6     2 
18.   25/20   11      311      322   12     3   2     4     2     2 
19. 26/1   10      409      419   18     3   2     6     6     4 
20.   26/10     9      258      267   12     2   1     3     2     2 
21. 59/1   12      483      495   20     8   2     5     2     2 
22. 24/1   12      437      449   18     6   2     4     2     2 
23. 24/2   11      640      651   19   11   1     5   10     8 
24. 32/1   11      359      370   14     6   2     2     2     2 
25. 32/2   12      508      520   20     8   4     6     2     2 
26. 33/3   10      605      615   25     9   1     7   12     8 
27. 21/1   10      301      311   12     3   1     2     2     2 
28. 21/2   11      361      372   12     3   1     3     4     4 
29. 21/3   11      331      342   12     3   1     3     2     2 
30. 21/4   11      340      351   12     3   1     4     2     2 
31. 21/5   11      619      630   25    1     5   10     6 
32. 21/6   10      550      560   20   8   2     4   10     6 
33. 33/1   11      390      401   13     3   1     3     6     4 
34. 33/2   11      416      427   16     5   1     4     4     2 
35. 33/3   11      386      397   15     5   1     2     4     2 
36. 33/4   10      553      543   21     7   1     5   10     6 
37.   1/1     8      448      456   11   14   1     2     8     4 
38.   1/2     6      361      367   14     6   1     7     6     2 
39.   1/3     8      394      402   12     5   2     1     8     6 
 404 15 839 16 224 597 193 55 162 188 136 
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